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Report on the testing of selected items of personal protective
equipment against falls from a height and of techniques
employed in NATO mountain warfare
1

Excerpt
This report was made possible by the NATO Mountain Warfare Centre of Excellence and its upcoming seminar on
entiteled MW SME Exchange of information. To date quite a lot of various types of testing has been performed
from the eighties onwards on mountaineering equipment with the aim of evaluation of its safety and effectiveness.
There was, however, comparatively little testing done with army mountain troops specific needs in mind. Contrary
to the trends in leisure mountain activities, they often have to carry heavy packs and often form larger groups. On
the other hand, swift and agile movement is an important factor in soldier’s safety. This acted as an impetus to
start thinking about partially alleviating the soldier of the heavy burden. At the same time an assessment of the
safety of the established techniques was performed. The series of tests grouped into five larger sections: temporary
anchoring, lifelines, traverse lines, ascent and descent on ropes, and falls in lead climbing. The extent of testing
planned did, not allow for larger replication. Inference is therefore limited to descriptive statistics and point data.
Keywords: personal protective equipment, equipment testing, mountain warfare, weight reduction.

1This report is based on “Report on the testing of selected items of personal protective equipment against falls from a height and of
techniques employed in NATO mountain warfare” done by Mr. Miha Staut, Anthron d.o.o. and Mr. Jaka Petruša, Anthron d.o.o.
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1 Introduction
Elevated terrain exists in almost every country of the world and to date populations settled almost every mountain
range emerging above sea level around the globe. Despite concentrating in the valleys and therefore being more
isolated, distinct populations sustained relations between themselves with their high and low moments. In its
worst manner, conflict (non)solving recurred to violence. The era of colonization saw large world empires sizing
even for previously unsettled lands like the polar regions of the Earth where the environment is of similar character
as in the mountains. Mountain tops often act not only as natural divides but also ethnic and national borders with
strategic significance to safety.
Patrolling and battling consequently often takes place right there, in one of the most hostile and dangerous environments on the planet. Dangers, therefore, do not stem only from the dangers of the warfare itself but just as
well from the environment where it takes place. They range from rough and precipitous terrain to, extremely inhospitable climate with potential extremes in temperature, abundant precipitation often falling in the form of
snow or hail, thunderstorms with lightning, quick changes of weather, strong and gusty winds as well as lack of
available water, rock fall and snow avalanches. In terms of travel through mountainous terrain a mountaineer has
to master movement over rough terrain and various types of snow where a slip or triggering an avalanche may
be fatal. In glaciated mountains additional dangers are presented by glacier travel and their creeping movement
down the slopes and valleys. Being equipped for all the challenges of the mountain terrain itself often involves
carrying a lot of specific mountain equipment making life in the mountains easier and travel safer. Added to that,
a soldier has to transport means for combat. Swift and agile movement, so praised by the mountain troops, is
therefore often hampered by the amount of equipment they have to bring along. Lighter means faster and less
strenuous. A rested soldier acts and thinks better and quicker.

Standardized safety
Not only that all the amount of equipment is bulky and cumbersome, but most of it has to comply with some sort
of standardization. It ranges from standards internal to specific mountain troops with their specific lists of equipment and procedural guidelines to more general standards imposed either by the organizations the army makes
part of (e.g. NATO) or national and international standards bound to user safety and functionality.
Within the European Union all merchandise is subject to laws of consumer safety and mountaineering equipment
as part of the personal protective equipment (in further text PPE) might represent the acme of that. Its conformity
with the European legislation is demonstrated by the label C which guarantees the equipment has passed the scrutiny
of a notified body according to the tests set within the European norms relevant for particular types of equipment.
At this point the European legislation makes an exception about combat applications which are exempt from the
relevant legislation (Official Journal of the European Communities, 1989; Official Journal of the European Communities, 2016). Besides the fact that army equipment is subject to other regulations, the rationale behind this exemption states that in life threatening situations safety factors related to fall from a height might be lowered due
to imminent danger present from other factors. In such highly stressful and risky situations, however, people are
prone to make mistakes. That is why, despite non-conformity with national and international laws of consumer
safety, this equipment has to demonstrate reliability and predictability of use within a-priori set safety factors related to devices themselves and to organization’s procedural safety.
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State of development of mountain warfare techniques within NATO and Slovenia
Nowadays, operations take place in different environments, including mountainous areas. These operations fall
in to three distinct categories namely: combat operations, security operations and military assistance. These three
categories require specific training, readiness, technical skills and specific equipment, as well as unambiguous approach in terms of doctrine and tactics.
Combat in mountainous areas presents units with complicated and ever-shifting hazards, difficulties, opportunities,
and risks. Mountain combat calls for extreme physical fitness, mental toughness, endurance, and the utmost in
tactical and technical proficiency on the part of all individuals. The use of small Task Elements in a compartmented
area, often self-sufficient is a trademark in MW. A disciplined and prepared Infantry rifle company that is task-organized with and supported by the other members of the combined arms team is the key to a successful mountain
operation. A unit fighting in the mountains must overcome difficulties, measure risks, and exploit opportunities
to close with the enemy and defeat him and well-prepared commanders anticipate, understand, and adapt to the
physical demands of mountain environments.
This course is designed for: NATO and Partner members, requiring particular knowledge and skills necessary to
safely and efficiently operate in the complex terrain and climatic conditions of the mountain environment.

On the seminar
Exploiting the opportunities arising from all available resources, the recently established NATO Centre of Excellence
for Mountain Warfare, located in Poljče, Slovenia (in further text MW COE) among other tasks is focused on providing doctrinal coherence in the field of mountain warfare. According to the general mission of COEs, the NATO
MW COE is encouraged to suggest improvements and propose amendments to existing doctrines, procedures
and standards as and when appropriate, for subsequent endorsement by the Strategic Commands and/or NATO
Head Quarter. In this role, the NATO MW COE serves as a tool which, when appropriate, provides proposals according to NATO Standardization Process. Based on lessons learned, primarily received from operations and exercises, it develops new products, based on expressed needs within the Alliance. NATO member countries are bound
to organize occasional topical seminars. This was the opportunity for MW COE to share information between participant countries and further standardization and doctrine related to mountain specific equipment used by soldiers within NATO and wider.
Mountain Warfare Subject Matter Experts Exchange of Information is a seminar designed for NATO and Partner Nations, requiring particular knowledge and skills necessary to safely and efficiently operate in complex terrain and
climatic conditions of the mountain environment.

The purpose of the seminar and its main goals
The seminar will provide participants with comparing and exchanging mountainspecific knowledge required for
planning and leading MW training and operations.
The aim of this seminar is to provide NCOs, officers and civilian experts of NATO and Partner Nations with in-depth
knowledge and understanding of mountain warfare, to foster the development of leadership and management
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skills, and to enhance the understanding of MW learning and teaching process and methods. The main purpose
of testing was therefore to make an overall check of the safety of new and used mountaineering PPE employed in
mountain warfare, to test the rope technique systems (Temporary anchoring, Lifelines, Traverse lines, Low-stretch
rope main line, Full Dyneema rope main line, Ascent and descent on ropes, Few tests of falls in lead climbing).
There is a wealth of different goals the seminar aims to achieve. It will strive to provide officers and civilian experts
of NATO and Partner Nations with:
- Knowledge and understanding of weight reduction possibilities of combat equipment during the implementation of combat tasks.
- Destructive and functional testing of mountaineering equipment under worstcase scenarios with higher loads
than specified by the valid civilian norms.
- Testing certain mountaineering skills (e.g. lifeline techniques, anchors, Tyrolean traverse lines, rappelling and
temporary anchors setup).
- Exchange and compare mountain-specific knowledge needed for successful and effective planning and leading
of MW operations.
- Exchange and compare technical knowledge and determine the suitability of various standard military equipment, uniforms and boots for mountain warfare.
- Present test results on mountaineering troops with full combat equipment, implemented by the Faculty of
sport, University of Ljubljana.
- Based on personal knowledge and practical experiences of MW SME needed for successful planning and conducting of MW training, the end state is also the highest possible unification of learning methods.
Lectures will be focused to reach the highest level of theoretical and practical exchange of knowledge of SME for
mountain environments, the extreme weather conditions, survival in mountain environment, recognizing of risks
and dangers in MW and future development of MW.

Learning objectives
The 5-day seminar will be split in the less extensive theoretical lectures and more extensive practical testing with
exchange of practical knowledge and experiences, which will take up most of the time.
Based on personal knowledge and practical experiences of MW Subject Matter Experts (in further text SME) needed
for successful planning and conducting of MW training, the final objective is also the highest possible unification
of learning methods.
The programme and topics will be focused into the highest degree of theoretical and practical exchange of knowledge of SME for mountain environments, exchange and comparison of specific knowledge and determining the
suitability of various standard military equipment, uniforms and boots for mountain warfare.
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The presentations will be sectioned in the following topics.
-

Presentation of testing lifelines with various protection and lifelines constructions.
Presentation of testing knots under load.
Presentation of testing personal mountaineering equipment.
Presentation of testing tensioning systems.
Presentation of testing attachment points (bolts, pitons, cams, nuts).
Overcoming natural and artificial obstacles with the use of rope, and very high loads.
Presentation of testing of the use of improvisation, improvised harness.
The field-testing during the seminar.

State of the art
Quite a lot of various types of testing has been performed from the eighties onwards on mountaineering equipment
with the aim of evaluation of its safety and effectiveness. Much of the problem with results of such tests is comported
by the fact that reports are either non-published or reclused from open public due to their classified nature. PPE
business is a flourishing sector and producer companies often do not have the interest to publish tests that would
either put in an awkward light their equipment or make comparisons. It is not the intent to cite publications and
non-published reports extensively here, since this is not the purpose of this report. Whoever wishes to delve into
the topic deeper, may search through published databases or contact directly national Alpine club laboratories
throughout the world. These laboratories often do not have sound reasons to publish biased findings.
Of special interest is the fact that there was very little testing published so far with the aim of the evaluation of
mountaineering equipment used in mountain warfare. As Dave Merchant has put it at the end of his book Life on
a line:
I would like to think that the questions raised throughout this book will lead to more test data becoming
available, and one day letting this book quote numbers that everyone agrees on!
This statement acted as an impetus to start thinking about a dedicated testing experiment.

2 Methodology
Among the aims of the seminar was to make a selection of equipment for field and lab testing based on past
experience and available resources. From these factors a list of equipment was selected and the testing protocol
devised.
Besides traditional static and dynamic time force tests some more specific functional tests were planned. For those
combinations of various non-standard equipment and equipment used in a wrong way were planned to be tested.
The desired list of equipment was actually based on what tests the MW COE had in plan. Since broad spectrum of
equipment was chosen there was no possibility to delve into more specific tests. Tables 2 display the planned tests
for different groups of equipment.
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Static tests are usually conducted at low speeds (typically < 300 mm/min) on very strong strain machines capable
of deforming and breaking or tearing the material being tested. They were conducted on a hydraulic strain machine
MFL SYSTEME, Type VPP 12 with accuracy ±10 daN at room temperature and standard relative air moisture. The
machine is calibrated regularly on annual basis. The digital sensor by means of which the digital signal was acquired
is a product of the company Angewandre System Technik, model KAM-PR with a range of up to 100 kN and accuracy class of 0.1 % = 10 daN.
The part of static tests simulating temporary anchors extraction was conducted on-field and forces were measured
and recorded by means of the below described system for dynamic tests.
Dynamic tests are usually conducted by simulating real falls. I.e. by dropping weights onto a system where the
tested item receives all the energy of the impact.
The intention of dynamic tests was to establish:
- Whether under worst case scenarios – meaning high loads and high fall factors – the equipment holds the
weight.
- What peak forces develop during the arrest of the fall and whether these forces might prove harmful for the
user.
Most dynamic tests were conducted on-field at the climbing crag Iglica above the village Bohinjska Bela. There,
for the purpose of simulating the user’s body a large tractor tyre was partially filled with sand bags to reach a
weight of ≈ 140 kg and strapped to form an attachment point.
A minor part of dynamic tests was conducted at the Test centre in the company Anthron d.o.o. There variable mass
rigid weights were used. At both sites fall factors ranging from 0.2 to 4 (lifelines) were used.
Functional tests were conducted with the purpose of establishing to what extent might wrong usage practices
endanger users and whether alternative, lighter equipment could reach satisfactory safety factors for safe usage.
The three employed sensors used in dynamic and functional tests are standard type strain gauges produced by
Laumas Elettronica. All three sensors may be used simultaneously. Two are of the type CTL with maximum load of

Figure 1: Static testing machine an
dynamic testing apparatus
Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive
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25 kN and an accuracy of < ±0.02 % = 5 N and one is of the type CTLA with maximum load of 75 kN and an accuracy
of < ±0.02 % = 15 N.
Figure 1 is displaying both static testing machine and dynamic testing apparatus. The static strain machine is composed of the control console with the analogue scale and dial on the left hand side of the photo, the hydraulic
beam for strain application on the right hand side and computer with digital signal acquisition software in the
front. The dynamic and functional testing apparatus is composed of a firmly mounted very low stretch chain,
weights, winch for lifting, quick release system and three sensors connected with a computer for the acquisition
of data.

3 Results
Overview and commentary of results will go from parts of safety systems through more basic systems and continue
to more elaborate ones. Additionally it will make and attempt to parallel static and dynamic tests.

Temporary anchoring
Most safety chains of protection against falls from a height start by their attachment to a secure foundation capable
of withstanding the loads anticipated by movement over and possible falls in the safety system. In natural environments this foundation is either solid bedrock, large and stable detached blocks, trees or similar. Some belaying
techniques allow for a body belay but in this section they will be skipped as not being a traditional type of anchor.
Anchor devices are safety equipment brought along used for secure attachment to those types of foundation.
The foundation and the anchor together constitute an anchor. From the anchor onwards the safety chain continues
based on the type of technique adopted.
Anchors are a critical part of any rope system and placing a good anchor is a combination of art and technology.
There is no easy rule of thumb that will substitute for experience and judgement. Whether you are working on a
building or a cliff, the best way to learn anchor placement is from an experienced instructor combined with lots
of hands-on practice (Frank 1998).
The tests encompassed three groups of temporary anchor devices: pitons, spring-loaded camming devices (known
as friends and in further text referenced as SLCDs) and a nut. Some of them were tested by pulling on extraction
and some by shear. Some multi-point anchor combinations with either accessory cord or slings were tested as
well. The table 1 gives a summary of the tests performed and figures 2, 3 and 4 witness graphically the course of
the tests.
As the rest of the field tests, these too were performed at the climbing crag
Iglica above the village Bohinjska Bela. A nicely cracked part of the wall was chosen and a mechanical advantage
pulley system with a force sensor was attached to a bolt facing the wall. The crag is composed of rather compact
but cracked upper Paleozoic foraminiferous limestone. Strength of placement is therefore dependent on the type
of anchor device chosen, the type of rock but foremost the quality of placement.
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Table 1: Summary of the tests on achors

Type of anchor

Pull orientation Fmax [kN]

Outcome

Blade piton girth hitched with 7 mm accessory cord.

shear

15.4

Rock breaks around the bolt used for deviating the pulling line to shear.

Equalized 2 blade pitons.

shear

7.6

Rock broken by both pitons. Pitons a bit bent.

Triple anchor with angle pitons.

extraction

18.9

2 pitons extracted.

Remaining angle piton of the triple anchor.

extraction

10.0

Extracted.

SLCD 0.5 (MBS = 12 kN). Slightly flaring part of the crack.

extraction

2.2

Extracted, no visible deformation.

SLCD 0.5 (MBS = 12 kN). Placed tightly in a parallel part of the same crack.

extraction

9.7

Extracted. Lobes and axes deformed.

SLCD 1 (MBS = 14 kN). Placed tightly in a parallel crack.

extraction

16.1

Rock broke. Lobes deformed.

Nut, n. 1 (MBS = 4 kN).

extraction

8.2

Wire broken.

Pitons are a traditional form of protection and are still used where there is no alternative. Repeated hammering
and extraction damages the rock. From the clean climbing perspective it is the reason why their popularity decreases through recent decades. Nevertheless there are areas such as cracked sedimentary rocks where they are
still popular. Three tests with pitons were done (table 1) with two types and both directions of pull. Shear is the
most common direction of pull but with traverse lines or overhangs possibility of axial pulls exist. The orientation
of the crack (horizontal to vertical) plays a role as well.
A piton driven into a vertical crack of the shaft’s length and girth hitched with accessory cord held on shear more
than the rock around a 10 x 80 mm bolt to which the pulley system was deviated. At Fmax = 15.4 kN neither the
accessory cord broke nor the piton was extracted (figure 2).
Demonstrating the importance of the quality of placement is the comparison between the above described single
anchor test and the equalized double anchor test. The only difference besides equalization was tying into the clipping eyes. At 7.6 kN rock broke around the first piton. The residual force of the second piton was just over 2.5 kN
exposing possible ill equalization of the anchor.
In the third test three angle pitons were equalized by slings into a single anchor and axially pulled (extraction pull).
At 18.9 kN two pitons gave way. The extraction of the remaining piton in the fourth test just ascertained their
strength of placement with residual strength at 10 kN.
In conclusion it is only possible to acknowledge that good judgement and a well versed rigger are crucial for solid
and reliable piton anchoring. Between the weakest and the strongest placement there is a 5.9-fold difference (15.4
kN / 2.5 kN). All were placed by experienced mountaineers and instructors.
Spring-loaded camming device (also SLCD, cam or friend) is a piece of active rock climbing or mountaineering
protection equipment that consists of two, three, or four cams mounted on a common axle or two adjacent axles,
so that pulling on the axle forces the cams to spread farther apart. A pull on the rope, such as that generated by a
climber falling, will cause a properly placed SLCD to convert the pulling force along the stem of the unit into outwards pressure on the rock, generating massive amounts of friction and preventing the removal of the unit from
the rock. Because of the large forces which are exerted on the rock when an SLCD is fallen on, it is very important
that SLCDs are placed in solid, strong rock.
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Figure 2: Tests on pitons
Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive

With SLCD-s only extraction tests were performed. Black diamond Camalots sized 0.5 and 1 were used.
The smaller of the two was first placed in an almost parallel but upon further observation slightly flared crack. It
was positioned with lobes quite closed. At 1.7 kN the device slid a few centimetres along the crack and after a bit
more tensioning at Fmax = 2.2 kN it broke free. Upon inspection it did not show signs of damage.
It was therefore decided to test it again. This time the part of the same crack was parallel and had rough surfaces.
The device was again placed well tight in the crack (figure 3). During pulling cam lobes as well as both axles deformed to the point of letting the device slide in a jerky motion to the end of the crack.
The larger sized cam was well and tightly placed in a short but parallel crack (initial angle between opposing lobes
was roughly 90°). During pulling the angle increased to roughly 140° when the rock on one side of the crack broke
off. If Fmax was 16.1 kN, then assuming an angle of the lobe logarithmic spiral of 13.75°, the force exerted normal
to the rock surface was 32.9 kN. But it was probably the shear force that made the rock break off.
Nuts are the mainstay of passive protection. Basically they refer to some variety of a tapered metal wedge attached to a wire cable that has a loop on the end. Nuts come in sizes ranging from 1 up to 13. Exact dimensions
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for each size vary slightly, depending on the nut maker and the nut shape. Some brands also make an even
smaller size 0 nut.
The tested nut was a size 1 made by Camp and rated to MBS = 4 kN. A solidly placed nut is a reliable piece of protection. Unlike active protection, they are not known to “walk” out of their placement.
Despite it is known that in softer or brittle rock they are not the best solution the tested nut wedged solidly in the
chosen crack. Upon pulling the wire broke at 8.2 kN. The double of its rated MBS!
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Figure 3: Extraction tests on Spring-Loaded Camming Devices
Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive
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Figure 4: Extraction test on a small sized nut
Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive

Lifelines
Just as in mountaineering, armed forces moving through mountain terrain use lifelines to secure difficult passages
exposed to a fall. The technique is very suitable for small and mid-sized troops as it allows quick set-up, and depending on the variation of the lifeline, passage of multiple soldiers in succession. Various techniques were adopted
from mountaineering and mountain rescue. Each has its strong points and its pitfalls (speed, safety, weight of
equipment, etc.). There are no universally good or bad techniques. The adoption of a specific one might depend
on the type of terrain it bridges, on vertical and horizontal distance of points that it connects, on the amount of
persons passing it, longevity, strong or sketchy anchor placements...
The idea behind the testing of lifelines was to make comparisons between different rope materials used for
the lifeline, different angles of the lifeline (only the two extremes were tested), and different belay systems (via
ferrata sets vs. selfconstructed accessory cord cowstails and friction hitches – most notably Prusik hitch). With
variation of the fall factors we tried to establish which falls may lead to dangerously high braking forces. Table
2 summarizes the tests performed. It is followed by brief textual and graphical description of the tests with
some commentary.
Table 2: Tests performed on lifelines

Index

Rope type

Belay type

Fall factor

Fmax [N]

Horizontal

16

1

Metal cable

Petzl Zyper

0.2

3364

2

Metal cable

Petzl Zyper

1

5823

3

11 mm static rope

Accessory cord cowstail

0.2

3788

4

11 mm static rope

Accessory cord cowstail

1

4529

5

11 mm static rope

Accessory cord cowstail

2

4725

Index

Rope type

Belay type

Fall factor

Fmax [N]

6

Metal cable

Petzl Zyper

2

5508

7

Metal cable

Petzl Zyper

3.5

6538!

8

Metal cable

Accessory cord cowstail

2

7509!

9

Metal cable

Accessory cord cowstail

4

9671!!

10

11 mm static rope

Accessory cord cowstail

4

8910!!

11

10 mm dynamic rope

Accessory cord cowstail

4

8900!!

12

7 mm UHMWPE rope

Accessory cord cowstail

4

9125!!

13

11 mm static rope

Prusik knot with accessory cord

2

5300

14

11 mm static rope

Prusik knot with accessory cord

3

7086!

15

11 mm static rope

Rope clamp on a cowstail

0.2

3918

16

11 mm static rope

Rope clamp on a cowstail

1

2504

* FF = fall factor
** Fmax = maximum force

The tests were initially divided into (sub)horizontal and (sub)vertical lifelines. Expectation was to obtain harder
falls on vertical lifelines but higher anchor loads on horizontal ones. Vertical ones were subsequently divided into
permanent via ferrata routes and temporarily placed textile rope lifelines. As already mentioned, for all dynamic
tests a tractor tyre partially filled with sand bags weighing ≈ 140 kg was used as a test mass. Extreme mass was intended to simulate worst case conditions with heavy soldiers carrying massive packs.
We started by testing an older model of via ferrata set (Petzl Zyper – with a friction plate-based energy absorption)
on a horizontal metal cable with small and moderate fall factors. Let us remind about the European norm requirement for via ferrata sets that forces are not supposed to exceed 6 kN (EN 958:2017). The FF = 0.2 fall led to no significant slippage with a peak force of Fmax = 3364 N and the FF = 1 fall led to a marginal slippage l = 5 cm of the
energy absorber (in further text EA) with a peak force of Fmax = 5823 N (figure 5). We may state that the via ferrata
set performed in an expected way and arrested the two falls within the force constraints imposed by the mentioned
norm. The two tests could have been followed by higher FF falls on a horizontal lifeline. Since thick metal cables
demonstrate very little elongation, the test on the vertical metal cable lifeline could to some extent indicate possible outcomes of such a fall.
Permutations of materials employed and fall factors could have been very long. The remaining permutation that
seemed interesting was a relatively tightened horizontal lifeline made of 11 mm low-stretch rope. The test is meant
to simulate a temporarily placed lifeline. In such situations there exists low probability of soldiers carrying a dedicated via ferrata set. Hence the test with accessory cord cowstails. Gradation went from FF = 0.2 through FF = 1
to the maximum FF of 2. For each test an unused set of cowstails was used. It might be good to emphasize here,
that peak forces in such a system may be attenuated more by the stretch of the lifeline than by the stretch in the
cowstails.
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Figure 5: Wire-made horizontal lifeline, Petzl Zyper.

By comparing peak forces in the later set-up with the ones produced by the Zyper on a horizontal metal cable it
is possible to understand that:
- With an FF = 0.2 a bit higher force was produced in the textile lifeline – accessory cord test than in metal cable
– Zyper test.
- With the FF = 1 it was the reverse.
One might ponder on the reasons for that distribution of peak forces but rationale is oriented against these results.
With a small FF it was expected that textile rope stretch and knot tightening will work against high peak forces.
On the other hand raising the FF was expected to gradually start to trigger the energy absorber of the Zyper, thus
comparatively lowering forces in metal cable – Zyper system. A bit of test replication could not have hurt in this
case. We, however, have not recurred to it for one simple reason. The lack time. The FF = 2 test broke the sling used
to tie the tyre with and was not repeated.
In terms of severity of consequences vertical lifelines seemed more problematic. They can, in fact, generate the
highest real-world fall factors.
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Figure 6: 11 mm low-stretch rope horizontal lifeline, accessory cord cowstail.

Many serious falls have happened on vertical stretches of via ferratas in the past. Even with tragic consequences.
Part of the problem was attributable to the requirements of the deprecated issue of the norm EN 958:2007. Static
requirement of the norm was mere 9 kN. New specimen at testing performed in a predictable fashion but after
few years of usage the arms of the via ferrata sets in hard falls broke with energy absorbers hardly opening.
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Figure 7: Wire-made vertical lifeline, Petzl Zyper.

Figure 8: Length of slide of the energy
absorbing rope through the friction
plate. Fall on the Wire-made vertical
lifeline with Petzl Zyper.
Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive
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The ensuing investigations unanimously attributed guilt to fatigue of the arms’ elasticated material continuously
stretching and shirking. The new version of the norm, therefore, introduced a fatigue test after which an individual
arm has to withstand a force of 12 kN (15 kN for non-elasticated arms) without breaking.
Name them via ferratas or vertical lifelines. Falls on such systems are invariably serious and this is even more true
for safety systems lacking energy absorption components such as self-constructed cowstails.
In terms of severity of the fall, comparison between a proper via ferrata set and an accessory cord cowstails seemed
interesting. For each test an unused specimen was used. Figures 7 and 9 display time vs. force graphs of the relevant
drop tests with FF of 2 and 4.
By looking only at the outcomes it might be erroneously deduced that both systems are safe since both held
the falls without damage. There are two issues worth discussing: the safety factor left in the system and peak
forces.
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Figure 9: Wire-made vertical lifeline, accessory cord cowstails.
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Subsequent to the drop tests a static breaking force test on accessory cord cowstails was performed. The attained
breaking force when both arms of the cowstail were clipped in the tensile test machine – as supposed in correct
use – was Fmax = 17,98 kN. This gives to the user a comfortable worst case safety factor of 1.86 to work with. Accessory cords are invariably made of textile, and therefore subject to ageing, wear and fatigue. Soldiers just as
mountaineers often do not carry along new pieces of accessory cord. It is known from tests on static ropes (e.g.
Staut & Iliˇc 2010 or Staut 2013), that breaking strengths of retired ropes may not reach 50 % of the breaking
strength of new ones. From that point of view, regular check of equipment and retiring non-compliant one is vital
for safety.
There exists a widely accepted safe force limit of 6 kN that will not cause user injury. Within this constraint 3 of the
four falls are categorized as dangerous. With friction plate-based energy absorbers the force depends on the speed
of rope travel through the plate. Hence the marginally higher maximum force. Accessory cord cowstails on the
other hand do not integrate any absorption, with the exception of the stretch of the rope and tightening of the
knots. Even with an easily attainable FF 2 on vertical lifelines the maximum force was 1,5 kN above the safe limit
and with FF 4 it reached almost 10 kN! Various rope access organizations employ different safe fall factor limits for
use of the cowstails. But none goes beyond FF = 1. The second recommendation about usage of accessory cord
for cowstails would be to change it for proper dynamic rope or add energy absorbing knots in the system such as
the so called trilonge knot or construct a daisy chain from the cord. Drop test comparison between an ordinarily
tied accessory cord into cowstails and one weaved into a daisy chain showed a 24 % peak impact force decrease
(3796 N vs. 4985 N) and a 30 % increase in pulse time.
The test of lifelines continued with exchanging of the metal cable with 3 different types of rope: 11 mm lowstretch rope, dynamic rope and 7 mm full dyneema cord. The FF was kept at 4. The test tried to consider whether
the type of rope used to rig the lifeline with, would have a tangible effect on impact forces. Each time an unused
specimen of cowstails was used.
As can be seen from the figure 10, variation in peak forces is minimal. If we add FF = 4 test performed on the metal
cable (figure 9), all falls were arrested between 8.9 kN and 9.7 kN. There is less than 1 kN of difference between dynamic rope and extremely static metal cable. It looks like lifeline rope type has very little effect on the outcomes
of the fall once it is serious enough!
If falling to the lower anchor without a via ferrata set on the lifeline is not sensible, than maybe a system for stopping
on rope would lead to safer movement over the lifeline. There are multiple options available but none seems more
general than the Prusik knot. Besides its simplicity it demonstrates welcome energy absorption properties by sliding along the rope it is tied on.
It is known from elsewhere that the ability to jam of friction hitches depends on the rate of diameters between
the rope and the cord being hitched. The greater the rate the more the hitch jams. But also the thinner the cord,
the faster it breaks. Hence, a good compromise has to be chosen. By judging from the obtained results of the chosen combination 11 mm / 7 mm (figure 11), Prusik knot is safe up to a fall factor of 2. Both tests resulted in glazed
rope sheaths but there was no further damage. Energy was absorbed in the fall factor 3 test by an additional 20
cm slide of the knot along the rope. Nevertheless, the fall resulted in a 7 kN impact force.
Experimentation with friction hitches continued on a static tensile test machine (figure 12). With a double turn
(classic) Prusik hitch with a 7 mm cord on an 11 mm static rope it reached a maximum force of 3.36 kN while on a
9.7 mm dynamic rope aproximately 1 kN.
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Figure 10: Vertical lifeline, various types of lifeline ropes, accessory cord cowstails, FF = 4.

With a triple Prusik (one turn more) the cord broke with very little slippage on the static rope and reached only
3.75 kN on the dynamic rope. Probably not only the diameter of the rope adds to that differential!
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Figure 11: 11 mm low-stretch rope vertical lifeline, Prusik knot with 7 mm accessory cord.
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Figure 12: Slow pulls of Prusik hitches.
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Despite general and with good absorption properties Prusik knots are somewhat cumbersome and slow to operate. Especially in, more often than not, cold mountain environment. None of these properties is welcome in an
army mountain troop wishing swift and agile movement over rough terrain.
On the other hand, if the quicker technique with knot-less quickdraw re-belays is chosen, than the rope may give
just as much stretch as the distance of a fall would be with other means of self-belay. Limiting the distance of a fall
has its logic in non-vertical or non-overhanging terrain where a hit against the rock may be just as dangerous as
being arrested on an anchor without absorption.
Would rope clamps in those situations do any better? Their detrimental effects on ropes are known from many,
even very old test experiments (Celesti et al. 1984, Resistenza dei materiali 1989, Long et al. 2001...). But used correctly they may perform safe enough for a rapid ascent over a lifeline. The fact remains that in descent they are
functionally weaker than most tested systems, since many times both hands are necessary to lower with them
efficiently. The implication of both hands means less stability and consequent higher probability of falling. But let
us see how they performed on the test.
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Figure 13: 11 mm low-stretch rope vertical lifeline, rope clamp.
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Figure 14: Fall factor 1 on rope clamp results. Sliding along the core
was arrested in 75 cm.
Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive

The established knowledge on dynamic stimuli of the rope – rope clamp system was confirmed. Small fall factors
result in no damage but even a moderate rise in terms of lifelines’ fall factors results in a torn sheath (figures 13
and 14). With rope clamps the guidelines for maximum allowed fall factors are even stricter than with cowstails.
Interesting to note is that the measuring system recorded lower forces during sheath ruptures than during falls
where damage did not occur. This peculiarity may be confirmed by other investigations as well (Staut 2016) but
might be attributable to the measurement system characteristics.
Damaging of the rope sheath is obviously not good. But it has another welcome effect not so easily noticed at
first glance. The peak force during the arrest of the fall only reached 2.5 kN. This is the lowest peak force value
measured in the test lifelines. Rope clamps in fact usually damage the sheath of the rope and with higher fall energies tear individual core strands. Residual strengths usually exceed 50 % of the initial strength. This means,
despite rope destruction in a fall event, life is not endangered. It has to be added, this fact hold true only for rope
clamps that do not break in a high energy fall event (some do and those are not exotic countries’ products). Equipment trashing consequently does not always mean bad things for the user!

Traverse lines
The term traverse lines has many synonyms (Tyrolean traverses, high directionals, high lines, telphers, tensioned
lines...) that mean equal or similar things. To avoid confusion this document will make use of the general term referenced in the title of this subsection. They are rope or cable systems suspended between two points that are
used to move people or equipment between these two points. Traverse lines can be horizontal, where the two
end points are close to the same elevation, or sloping, where the end points are at different levels.
Traverse lines can be used to cross a steep canyon or gorge, a rapidly flowing river, or to suspend a load over brushy
or rocky terrain that would be dangerous or time-consuming to move people or loads through. Yet many units
discount the usefulness of high lines if they are not well versed in the technique and as a result, it takes them
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longer to set up. Teams that have taken the effort to master traverse lines techniques actually find them to be time
savers in many situations.
Another reason many teams shy away from traverse lines is the potential to overload the equipment and anchors causing a system failure. This is a very real concern, but one that, like the time restrains of set up, can be
alleviated by training. In the appropriate situations, the benefits of a traverse line can far outweigh the drawbacks (Frank 1998).
Just as other rope access systems, traverse lines have been extensively tested and studied, and are with standard
equipment, within constraints of non-excessive tensioning and static loads safe. Among the aims of the testing
was the alleviation of soldiers from extreme weights they have to carry. One of the possibilities to achieve this is
the use of lighter but equally functional gear. A substantial portion of bulk in a climbing or rope access system is
comported by the rope. Would a lighter rope mean equal safety for the users? With a rope of similar material and
structure probably not.
In later decades increasingly high performance rope materials such as the Aramid group, UHMWPE (branded as
Dyneema or Spectra), liquid crystal polymers (Vectran) and others are penetrating the market. Their main advantage over traditional materials is a very high breaking load. Disadvantages range from low coefficients of extension
(sector-bound disadvantage), with some materials low coefficients of friction or lower melting points, susceptibility
to UV radiation and various susceptibility to chemicals. Is it possible to make materials with so many weak points
function in a strictly controlled system?
The test confronted a traditional low-stretch rope and a 7 mm Dyneema rope functioning as the main line. The
employed type of traverse line is the so called Kootenay system with the main line and tag lines named back and
pull (figure 15).

Figure 15: A Kootenay type traverse line with main, back and pull lines. For the purpose of testing they were mounted
on single anchors.
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The type of “special“rope employed was a 7 mm full Dyneema double braid with 27.5 g/m and a breaking strength
of 3350 kg produced by New England ropes. Its intended design is replacement for wire in racing sail boats’ standing rigging. Alternative materials and alternative – also combined braids – could have been selected. This selection
was made because of Dyneema’s outstanding breaking strength characteristics, its resilience to bending, excellent
abrasion resistance, and if UV protected comparatively good resistance against UV radiation. A double material
rope (e.g. dyneema/polyester) was not chosen due to weak sheath breaking strengths. Unless knotted or spliced
the sheath tends to slide over the slippery Dyneema core and consequently takes most of the load, leading to low
sheath breaking forces. Weak points of the chosen high performance rope rope are its: low melting point; low coefficient of friction with the associated rigging problems, high modulus (high rate of stress vs. strain or low coefficient of extension), tight weaving giving it a compact, wire-like feel after tensioning.
In many applications high modulus in rope is very important since trimming the system to the right length is paramount. In mountaineering the way of thought is the reverse. Limiting of shock loads prevents possible body injuries
or even catastrophic failures of the system. And life relies upon it.
Advantages and pitfalls may be found in high modulus ropes being used for main lines. The advantage certainly
being much less sag and less weight to be carried. The main disadvantage is greater stress being exerted on the
system – especially the anchors – but also difficult rope management due to its slippery character. In comparison,
disadvantages certainly outweigh advantages as one of them is bound to safety.
The question the test wished to answer was: “Can thin full Dyneema ropes be used safely despite their obvious
disadvantages?” Some testers had experience of working with Dyneema ropes from sailing but none from the PPE
sector. For the tests to have any value, worst case scenarios have to be tested. This meant high tensions in the
main line and wrong uses of the traverse line with dynamic loads applied.

Low-stretch rope main line
Since comparison had to be done, a traditional low-stretch rope system was tested first. Two situations have been
simulated:
- regular travel of a load over the traverse line;
- dynamic loading by drop-testing.
The load used was the same sand bags filled tyre of ≈ 140 kg as with the tests done on lifelines. With traverse line
testing multiple positions of sensors seemed sensible for monitoring. Therefore two sensors were positioned: one
on one of the terminal anchors and one on the reeve point where the load was suspended.
Figure 16 is showing the recorded time vs. force graph of the travel of load forth and back along the lifeline. The
installed lifelines are rarely perfectly horizontal. In these cases anchor loads are never totally equal and differences
are even more marked when moving loads in both directions. This was the case also with the test performed.
A moderate initial tension of F = 122 daN was applied to the non-loaded main line. The sensor on the anchor
was positioned on the higher of both anchors and this was the position where the load started its travel. After
loading it with 140 kg the tension rose to approximately 270 daN (start of the black line on the graph 16). The
travel started in descent and it is possible to see the tension gradually dropped down to about 200 daN as the
back line gradually released tension. The switch of direction is discernible by the lowest tension on the anchor
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(40 s < t < 60 s) when both, back and pull line were non-tensioned. As soon as the trimmers started to pull the
load back to the initial position (the higher positioned anchor), the tag lines (in this instance attached to the
same sensor) tensioned again and the force in the anchor rose. Higher amplitudes of pull release cycles mark
the transition to steeper angles. As the load gradually returned, the terminal anchor the angle on the main line
steepened and operators had to resort to a Z-rig pulley system with re-direction to an alternative anchor. The
back line on the other end was totally released. The tension on the main line therefore dropped. At the very
end the load leaned against the rock and the load dropped on both: the terminal anchor, and the reeve. The
sensor on the reeve, on the other hand, does not evidence any systematic jumps in force but at the very end
only giving testimony of the load total suspension.
Next a drop on the same above-specified system with static main line rope was simulated (figure 17). This time a
strong tension on the main line was sought after. The system was tensioned with a Petzl Stop and the Z-rig pulley
system to Fmax = 348 daN. After suspending the load on the main line the force rose further to between 425 daN
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Figure 16: Travel of a load over the traverse line with a low-stretch rope main line.
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Figure 17: Drop test on a traverse line with a low-stretch rope main line.
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and 435 daN. This force was measured when the tyre was still touching the rock. Right after the tyre detached
from the rock the remote triggering system accidentally self-deployed, but the tyre did not touch the rock during
the fall, and the pulse was successfully recorded. The peak force on the anchor reached Fmax = 758 daN. The
system held the fall, but Petzl Stop descender damaged the sheath of the rope during the drop.
It is good to add here, that Stop descenders behave in a peculiar way in terms of their breaking strength. New descenders do feature a sharp V-groove at the point of jamming of the rope, while well used do not due to abrasion of
the bobbins. This is why used Stop descenders paradoxically allow for higher loads than brand new ones (Staut 2013).

Full Dyneema rope main line
After the low-stretch rope on the main line tests, it was time for the tests with Dyneema rope. Among the challenges of the test was also establishing what type of rigging (rope retaining) options there are. The rope in fact is
extremely thin and slippery for handling. For that purpose tests on the static machine were done with various setups. The results are displayed in table 3.
Table 3: Tested possibilities of tensioning the main line in Dyneema rope.

Rigging element
Figure of eight.
Loop joined with an overhand knot and
additional security knots on each strand.
Loop joined with a triple fisherman’s knot.

Fmax [kN] Result
16.98

Rope broke at the exit of the knot.

14.04

All knots untied under load.

28.95

Breakage inside the knot.

11.03

The rope in the Munter hitch and the¨ slip knot creeped almost without tension
(< 0.5 kN) until they reached the figure of eight security knot. At 6 kN also this started
to creep, but the force increased until 11 kN, at the limit of pull of the machine. It was
possible to undo the knots. Rope was not damaged.

Munter hitch with a mule knot block-¨ ing
and additional overhand security knot.

12,87

The rope in the Munter hitch and the¨ mule knot creeped almost without tension
(< 0.5 kN) until they reached the overhand security knot. The overhand started to
creep at about 6 kN but the force increased until breakage. The rope broke in the
Munter hitch at the¨ nexus with the mule knot.

Geflecht or braid hitch on a loop with an
overhand tie-off (fig 18).

30.64

Due to its structure the knot released a lot of rope and heated a lot. At Fmaxbreak
≈ 28 kN the breaking force was 2 kN lower than the Fmax. This indicates damage of
the rope due to slippage. Fmax was the highest of all tests.

Geflecht or braid hitch on a loop with an
overhand tie-off for tensioning. Double
bowline on a bight on the main line. Test to
8 kN, then try to undo the knots.

8.24

The knots were possible to undo.

Rope clamp.

5.49

Two equalized rope clamps.

10.56

Triple Prusik hitch with a 5 mm accessory
cord on 7 mm full Dyneema.

0.66

Klemheist with a 5 mm accessory cord on 7
mm full Dyneema.

3,17

Munter hitch with a slip knot blocking and
additional figure of eight as a security knot.
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Sheath torn. Core strands damaged but none seems to be completely torn. Sheath
started to tear above 4 kN.
The rope is thin. The sheath broke in the rope clamp where overlap rope – cam surface
was smaller.
Similar to other friction knots and other rope materials the force reaches its maximum
quickly. It is followed by a drop of 1/4 to 1/3 of the force where the graph levels within
the variation of slipping bounces.
The knot creeped slowly but force was increasing. Accessory cord and main line coiled
in a peculiar way.

Figure 18: Geflecht – braid hitch on a loop with an overhand tie-off.
Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive

Despite this is not a general rule, figure of eight knot as well as the double bowline on a bight as loop-forming
knots do not slip to untying. With bends, the overhand knot is not safe even if doubled with security knots and
the figure of eight bend is not safe as well. In terms of dynamic rig systems, any sort of Munter hitch – based system
with additional security knots is quite problematic.
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The best found so far, was a special tie named Geflecht composed of a braid hitch on a loop and finished with an
overhand tie-off (figure 18). This tie held a lot and was possible to untie after tensioning with 8 kN force.
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Figure 19: Drop test on a traverse line with a Dyneema rope main line.
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A “sawing test” of the 7 mm full dyneema was also performed by wrapping twice a 5 mm accessory cord around
the Dyneema rope. 6 seconds of “sawing” were enough to cut through the entire cross-section of the rope. The
cut ends showed evident marks of melting and almost no fraying. UHMWPE melting point is between 130 °C and
136 °C. The polyamide accessory cord was virtually nondamaged, additionally witnessing melting had a decisive
role in cutting through the Dyneema rope. This indicates, that any sort of slipping over Dyneema ropes might be
dangerous. Even in knot breaking, melting probably had an important role.
Let us have a look on the Dyneema rope main line test (figure 19). The same weight (≈140 kg sand bags-filled tyre)
was used in the test. The tyre was connected to the main line by means of cowstails fashioned from accessory
cord. Additionally – and similar to the low-stretch rope test – it was attached by means of a quick release system
and lifted so, that the impact would produce a fall factor of 1. The same test included travel along the main line
and the drop.
Due to problems of tensioning with the chosen system, the initial tension was set very low (F ≈ 420 N). Besides
the problems with tensioning Dyneema ropes, the assumption was that sag of the main line will be small due to
its very low stress–strain modulus. After suspending the load, the force on the main line anchor rose to ≈ 3280 N.
At that moment the tag lines (this time anchored separately from the main line anchors) were tensioned for the
purpose of controlling the travel of the load. After the load reached the low point on the traverse line, both tag
lines were released, and the force on the main line rose to ≈ 3930 N (20 % increase). The drop with an FF = 1 produced a force of 4325 N on the reeve point and 8517 N on the main line anchor. None of the ropes was damaged
and the crew was able to untie the knots in the main line successfully. There are multiple elements to be evaluated
for the dynamic system safety factor (in further text referenced as DSSF) to be calculated. Are accessory cord cowstails weaker than the konts in the Dyneema rope main line or is it the opposite? Might any other component such
as the anchors or a connector break before them? Table 4 analyses component-wise DSSFs.
There are many other components in the system but all have higher DSSFs compared to the evidenced ones. It
was difficult to assess the holding strength of temporary anchors since it depends on the strength of the local
rock, type of anchor chosen and quality of placement. Unless it is a nice big chunk of mother Earth you are tying
the traverse line into, it is certainly a bad idea to use one single anchor point. With well placed anchors, doubling
is enough but more is safer. The decision is left to the expert choice of the rigger.
Table 4: Component-wise dynamic system safety factors for fall scenarios on traverse lines (based on measurements done).

Component

Fbreak [kN]

Ftest [kN]

Safety factor

Single temporary anchor on main line

0 to 15.3

8.5

0 to 1.8

Double anchor on main line

0 to 18.9

8.5

0 to 2.2

22

8.5

2.6

Figure of eight on main line

16.98

8.5

2

Accessory cord cowstails

17.98

8.5

2.1

Carabiner connecting the main line to the anchor

The component easier to predict is the figure of eight knot on the main line with a DSSF of 2. On traverse lines a
safety factor of 2 is quite comfortable. Gradual deterioration of textile due to fatigue, UV, abrasion, etc. has to be
taken into account and the rope inspected and retired accordingly.
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At the end of the DSSF analysis it is time to point the attention to the most critical component in the system. This
is the user. In the described fall the “user” of 140 kg experienced a fall that produced a force of 4325 N. It is a generalisation, but as mentioned above, a safe force on the user is the one that never exceeds 6 kN. This generalisation
is based on tests done with 100 kg load and bringing to decelerations of ≈ 6 G. For the load at stake the deceleration
in the test reached roughly 3 G for a time interval of 0.2 s. After such a fall a person is shaken and certainly knows
he/she has done something wrong, but is uninjured.
By comparing the peak forces during the fall with breaking forces of the analysed components, it may be concluded
that a safety factor of approximately 2 was attained.
By comparing drop test results on low-stretch and Dyneema ropes we can establish that:
- Despite there is very low probability of dynamic loads on traverse lines, both systems withstood the test with
minor or no damage.
- A similar sag of the main line is achieved with roughly 8-fold difference in initial tension (348 daN vs. 42 daN).
This fact is demonstrated by similar values in the main line during free suspension of the load (430 daN vs. 400
daN).
- Low-stretch rope main lines are very well tested with well-established rigging options. Dyneema ropes are virtually unknown in this role. Safe rigging methods have yet to be determined and tested. It is believed that the
Geflecht or braid hitch on a loop with an overhand tie-off represents a satisfactory solution when small to moderate tensions of the traverse line are sought after.
- Despite much higher initial forces in the main line, the produced peak force during the fall – with a comparable
fall on comparable length of accessory cord cowstails – were similar or a bit smaller (by 12 %) on the low-stretch
main line compared to the Dyneema main line. High tensions of the main line and consequent high anchor
loads are actually the thing to avoid. It is therefore crucial not to try to tension the Dyneema line more than
the absolute minimum. In this and in many other respects Dyneema ropes are more sensitive for use compared
to traditional low-stretch or dynamic ropes.
Does this make a case for dumping them from use altogether? A skilled party knowing Dyneema’s weaknesses
and the odds of using it, may use such a rope relatively safely. But based on the tests performed, its use would
probably be discouraged for general (army) use. Some additional weak aspects of Dyneema ropes might express
in the form of shorter lifetimes (especially due to susceptibility to UV rays) and at the end but for many not the
least important: its price.

Ascent and descent on ropes
Descent on ropes (known also as rappel or abseil) are individual or group vertical techniques used when there are
no other means to safely descent over a technical section of a mountain. Since over a rope or a pair of ropes only
one person at a time can descent or ascent, the process of making a larger group rappel over a length of rope may
become tediously slow. Ascending (known in various environments as jugging, jummaring or prusiking when done
with prusiks) is even slower. That is one of the reasons why these techniques are suitable for smaller parties of up
to e.g. 10 persons. Many times during these operations rope comes in contact with the rock where it may abrade
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or even cut over sharp edges. Unless the rope is being rigged perfectly – in mountains often not the case – this is
another reason why SRT techniques are not the indicated way of movement for larger groups in the mountains.
In fact great care must be taken selecting anchors, loading the system is always done with backup, and without
stressing it too much. On the positive side these may in certain circumstances be the only safe methods of negotiating very steep, vertical or overhanging terrain.
That is why part of the performed tests encompassed force measurements during operations of descent and
ascent on ropes. As with previous tests the intention was to establish what forces may develop during such operations and whether thinner high modulus ropes may be used for that. Again the intention with plain usual ropes
used in mountain environment by army troops was to subject them to high stresses.
Selected ropes were rigged so that a free hanging situation over the measurement anchors was established. Rope
was retreated from the cliff walls enough that there was no possibility of touching them.
Dynamic rope is by far the most commonly used rope in the mountains. Therefore the first tested rope was a used
and thick (10.5 mm) single dynamic rope. Descent was done by means of an assisted locking belay device (EN
15151-1) and ascent with a set of rope clamps (chest and hand). Tester’s force of gravity was measured to Fg = 769
N ⇒ m = 78 kg. An attempt was done by the tester to load the system as much as possible by sudden halts during
descent and bounce climbing (jo-joing) during ascent.
Figure 20 gives the time vs. force graph of the descent-ascent test with some commentary. During descent two
more intensive stops were performed reaching up to F = 1830 N or 2.38-times the tester’s Fg. A change-over from
descender to ascenders followed on ground. After that, the tester started its bounce-climb up to the top anchor.
It may be clearly seen how rope’s ability to absorb shocks diminishes with shortening of the distance between the
climber and the anchor. That is why the highest ascent forces were reached at the very end of the climb (F = 1560
N or 2.03-times the tester’s Fg).
Low-stretch ropes or (semi)static ropes as they are colloquially called could theoretically transfer higher loads
on the anchors since stretch is far less than in dynamic ropes. Static ropes are used in the mountains for their superior abrasion resistance, higher breaking loads and lower stretch over dynamic ropes for certain applications
such as pure SRT or DRT. Namely the methods being tested. Two descent-ascent cycles were done. One with
above mentioned equipment and one with traditional belay plate and a pair of Prusik hitches. A new 11 mm
Courant low-stretch rope was employed for the purpose.
As can be seen from the top graph on figure 21 in fact higher loads were reached in both descent and ascent
phase of the cycle. During descent an F = 2346 N shock or 3.05 times the tester’s Fg was reached. The bouncy
ascent produced peaks between F = 1306 N and F = 1656 N.
Again the smallest amplitudes were produced at the start of the ascent and the largest at the end. If there was a
heavy person with a massive pack on the rope, absolute forces especially in the descent phase could reach alarmingly high values. If a person had 120 kg and gear additionally weighed 40 kg a 3-times the Fg of the force would
produce a shock over of 7 kN. By comparing the two tested ropes, it may be established that approximately 30 %
larger forces were produced in the low-stretch rope system.
In comparison descending with a belay plate and ascending with prusiks produced much smaller force peaks.
During descent a sudden stop resulted in a peak of F = 1656 N or 2.19-times the tester’s Fg while ascending pulses
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Figure20: Descent and ascent on a10.5 mm dynamic rope. Assisted-braking device and rope clamps.
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Figure 21: Descent and ascent on an11 mm static rope.
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peaked below 1 kN or only 1.29-times the tester’s Fg. It could be commented that with proper SRT equipment descent and ascent over the length of rope took the tester 2:59 while with a belay plate and prusiks 10:37. That is
3.6-times longer. If somebody is to move swiftly over terrain where SRT techniques must be employed, than all
weight savings are offset by the speed of movement with improvised equipment.
As the last rope in the series an 8 mm Dyneema core and polyester sheath rope was used tested. Despite the 7
mm full Dyneema rope’s weight and strength promised potential there were no means to descend safely down
such a slippery and thin rope. The Dyneema/Polyester rope, on the other hand, proved to have too much sheath
slippage right because of the Dyneema’s slippery character. This meant there was no safe way but knot tying or
splicing to hold the rope supporting larger forces.
Nevertheless, with the descent-ascent test, forces in the extremely static rope system were at the centre of interest.
Figure 22 is displaying two cycles: one jerky and one careful. The initial hypothesis was that forces in the system
will be the highest in the test. The thin rope, however, proved, to slip for a length of rope (e.g. 20 cm) through the
assisted-locking device after sudden stops. This fact lowered peak forces considerably and, what was discovered
later, almost tore the sheath of the rope. If there was no slipping through the descender the sheath would have
almost certainly tore leading to an accelerated slide of the tester down the rope with unwanted consequences.
In comparison to the low-stretch rope test peak forces reached in descent are lower for 47 % due to sheath slippage.
In ascent forces are comparable to both, the low-stretch rope and the dynamic rope showing that exacerbating
the jo-jo effect could – much easier done on ropes with more stretch – lead to significant loading of the anchors
even on dynamic rope. Let alone the much higher possibility of damaging the rope if in contact with rock. There
is a significant difference in this rope compared to the former two. Amplitude increase is significant. The one that
actually occurs may primarily be attributed to harness stretch around the body.
Can an ultra-static rope be descended and ascended without major forces in the system? Apparently it can and
this is shown on the second graph on the figure 22. The highest force peak actually occurred during tester’s manoeuvres to suspend himself from the rope. On descent only 14 % and on ascent 29 % higher forces than the
tester’s Fg were attained.
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Figure 22: 8mm dyneema core and polyester sheath.

Few tests of falls in lead climbing
Lead climbing and belaying the lead climber is the fundamental technique of climbing safety, a system of setting
up the rope to hold a climber in the event of a fall. In its simplest form, a belay consists of nothing more than a
rope that runs from a climber to another person, the belayer, who is ready to put immediate friction on the rope
to stop a fall. There are three elements that make the system work: a set of anchors with a stance and intermediate
runners to take the forward pull of the fall, a method of amplifying friction of the belayer’s hand and a skilled
belayer to apply friction to the rope. There are many ways to amplify friction, a variety of stances and intermediate
protection, and any number of methods for tying into the anchor.
This system is suitable for two or maximum three climbers. It will, therefore, be employed in reconnaissance tasks
when an unusual, often more difficult to reach position has to be attained. Such tasks often do not require a lot of
equipment to be carried along but the bare essential for movement and survival. While lightness is important for
the ease of movement, rope type selection is not a question. The rope must be one of the dynamic flavours (either
single, half or twin).
The basic technique is very well known to the large majority of climbers. But how much force develops during a
hard fall on the stance and the top runner? Is it better to belay from the anchor or from the harness? May the forces
that develop in the system during a hard fall jeopardise the safety of the system?
The norm for dynamic ropes (EN 892) determines peak forces on the falling mass during the first standard fall for
each type of dynamic rope to: 12 kN with 80 kg for single and twin ropes (two strands) and 8 kN with 55 kg for half
rope (single strand). The standard fall consists of dropping the specified mass by an FF = 2 with a rope thread through
an orifice and having a length of 2500 mm (or 2300 mm – new proposal of the norm) on the side of the mass.
The standard fall is very demanding on the rope and based on temporary anchor strength measurements, there
is high probability they would pluck out of the rock. The anchor, in fact, has to withstand roughly a double of the
force produced by the arresting falling mass.
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Would a real case fall be that hard? It is probably the intention of the norm to simulate harder fall conditions than
expected in a real event. The rope represents only one element of the system, often not the most problematic.
There are anchors, belay device, connectors and the most important: the climber and the belayer. Since carabiners,
quickdraws and belay devices are not expected to break under foreseen loads – unless used in a wrong way – the
test concentrated on forces on the anchors and bodies.
The testing scenario foresaw two tests:
- Comparison of forces in a body and in an anchor belay in a real case fall.
- Comparison of forces in a body and an anchor belay when no running protection is installed and the load falls
directly in the stance.
The first two tests were again done on the crag Iglica above the village Bohinjska Bela. A system with a stance
(equalized double anchor) and two runners was installed. Force measuring cells were connected to the top runner
and the anchor (blue dotted line on figure 23) or belayer (red dotted line on figure 23). A dummy weighing
m = 88.5 kg was used for the test. Belayer’s weight was 92 kg. The dummy was raised above the top runner 4 m
and an FF = 0.4 was reached. In both drops the dummy scraped the wall right before the rope started to take the
load. In both drops Mn¨ter hitch was used for belaying.

Figure 23 is showing time vs. force graph with alignment of the lines for belay on anchor (blue) and for body belay
(red). They were actually recorded separately but with a bit of tweaking, alignment was not very difficult to achieve.
The anchor belay test recorded a peak force of Frunner = 5497 N on the top runner and Fanchor = 2170 N. During
the catch the rope slipped through the Munter hitch 40 cm, thus lowering peak forces in the system.¨
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In comparison body belay (red lines) produced an almost equal initial part of the pulse. When the belayer’s body
got pulled from position, force lowered for a fraction of a second (belayer lifting). After the rope the belayer was
retained with to a lower anchor taut, force rose again to the second maximum. During this phase about 20 cm of
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Figure 23: Fall on a lead climb (mLeadClimber = 88.5 kg, mbelayer = 90 kg).
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Figure 24: Fall on a lead climb without running protection (mRigidMass = 80 kg, mbelayer = 112 kg).

rope slipped through the Munter hitch lowering further¨ the potential force peak. Maximum recorded force on
the top runner was Fanchor = 4497 N and on the belayer’s body Fbelayer = 1409 N. By accounting for his mass this
would produce a pulse of 1.56-times the belayer’s Fg or an acceleration of 1.56 G. It is, however, not the acceleration
of the belayer that is problematic but the deceleration of the climber (dummy in this case). There was no safe and
reliable means to measure forces on the dummy and was, therefore, decided to skip.
By comparing the two drops it can be established that higher forces were reached on the anchor belay on both
measuring sites (by 22 % on the runner and by 54 % on the stance). This result is not surprising, since anchors do
not give way as much as a body does. It may additionally be seen from the graph that pulses in both tests lasted
about the same amount of time (about 2 seconds).
With the second series of tests an attempt was done to compare forces in a body and an anchor belay when no
running protection is installed and the load falls directly in the stance (figure 24). This is an evident but possible

Figure 25: Forces developing in the two variations of wrong
belay. Force on the anchor is roughly double in a body belay.
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mistake done by many climbing teams. Which type of belay would in such cases produce a higher force on the
anchor? Would it be an anchor belay or a body belay. When thought about and stripped to the basic physics, this
question is explained in every climbing manual around the world.
This series of tests was done on an artificial structure in the company Anthron with a rigid mass of 80 kg. The
belayer in this occasion weighed 112 kg. An 1,8 m rope with 1,8 m ⇒ FF = 1 was set in both tests for having comparison between the two drops.
Figure 24 displays time vs. force graphs of the two drops. Despite some might expect the more static system of
the anchor belay – weight is dropping directly on the anchor – it can be observed that the body belay produced
a higher force. What happened? The stance in a fall belayed on the body actually receives the force of a 2:1 mechanical advantage minus the friction in the carabiner minus the displacement of the body. Figure 25 displays
roughly the forces in the two systems. In other words it may be said that with a body belay the belayer is part of
the system while with an anchor belay this is not the case.
By comparing graphs in figures 23 and 24 it can be seen that the anchor belay in one occasion produced a higher
force on the top anchor while in the other a lower one. The two tests are actually distinct in the sense that in the
first test on the crag the stance was not the top anchor while in the second test it was.
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APPENDIX 1 – KNOTS TESTING RESULTS

APPENDIX 1 to Report on the testing of selected items
of personal protective equipment against falls from a height
and techniques employed in NATO mountain warfare

Knots testing results

APPENDIX 1 – KNOTS TESTING RESULTS

1. Rolling-over of guide knot - poorly tightened
Rope: Dynamic Gilmonte double rope 8.3 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 15.13 kN
The testing system had to be twice extended.
The guide knot makes an obvious, visible flip. It
loosens at the end. The ends were 20 cm long.

t [s]

2. Rolling-over of guide knot – well-tightened
Rope: Dynamic Gilmonte double rope 8.3 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 14.71 kN
As before, the knot rolled-over when applying
similar forces. Yet, at this time, the knot was damaged to that extent that it broke.

t [s]

3. Rolling-over of figure eight – poorly tightened
Rope: Dynamic Gilmonte double rope 8.3 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 16.94 kN
The testing system had to be extended once. It
loosened several times, until it finally failed by
breaking.

t [s]
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4. Rolling-over of guide knot – well-tightened
Rope: Dynamic Gilmonte double rope 8.3 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 19.38 kN
The knot was torn. Upon that it did not slide
any longer.

t [s]

5. Double Fisherman's knot – well-tightened
Rope: Dynamic Gilmonte double rope 8.3 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 19.38 kN
The knot tightened until it broke at some point.

t [s]

6. Rolling-over of guide knot – well-tightened
Rope: dynamic static Edelrid rope 11 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 28.28 kN
It slightly rolled-over. The sheath skipped slightly.
It broke at a minor force, as has been reached before.

t [s]
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7. Rolling-over of guide knot – well-tightened
Rope: used (10 years in use) Dynamic Beal rope
9.7 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 16.28 kN

t [s]

8. Figure eight at both ends One has already been tightened and has a safety knot.
Dyneema 7 mm figure eight at both ends.

F [kN]

Fmax = 16.98 kN
Breakage of a previously tightened figure eight.
Initially, the major part of the diameter broke,
then the remaining part (7 kN). The knot loosened.

t [s]

9. Guide knot – well-tightened
For protection purposes, another two guide
knots were tightened at the rope's ends Rope:
Dyneema 7 mm

F [kN]

Fmax = 14.04 kN
All knots loosened and untightened.

t [s]
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10. Double Fisherman's knot
Rope: Dyneema 7 mm

F [kN]

Fmax = 28.95 kN
The knot tightened, at one point of time it
slightly loosened. Then, it did not loosen until it
broke at one point.

t [s]

11. Water knot at one end, guide knot at the other end
Rope: 20 mm nylon strip (15 years in use)

F [kN]

Fmax = 8,89 kN
Breakage occurred in the guided knot, gradually
tearing from one end towards the middle part of
the rope.

t [s]

12. Figure eight and Munter hitch are secured with a half knot and a safety knot
The knots were pulled with the force of 10 kN,
the Munter Hitch was tried to be loosened.
Rope: Dyneema 7 mm
F [kN]

The knot could not be loosened.

t [s]
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13.

Accessory cord cowstails
Rope: 8mm dynamic accessory cord

F [kN]

Fmax = 17.98 kN
First, one of the figure eight loops broke. Subsequently, another loop broke. This data refers to
the part that is tied to the harness. The maximum dynamic force reached was 9.6 kN. Safety
factor is almost 2. Yet, the rope was almost new.
The stump occurred most probably a previously
damaged part of the rope.

t [s]

14.

Prusik knot 7 mm auxiliary; 2 coils
Rope: static rope 11 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 3.36 kN
Interestingly, it first reached a maximum. When
this maximum was exceeded, it began to roll
over the rope. Halfway through the pulling
process, I increased the speed: a slightly higher
amplitude and a slightly higher average forces.

t [s]

15.

Prusik knot 7 mm auxiliary; 3 coils
Rope: static rope 11 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 11.96 kN
The breakage occured in the guide knot of the
auxiliary rope. At more than 8 kN, it loosened
three times. Then it broke.

t [s]
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16.

Prusik knot 7 mm auxiliary, 3 coils
Rope: old dynamic rope (two coils slided at 1 kN)

F [kN]

Fmax = 3.75 kN
Very similar to the static rope with two coils. It
reached a maximum, then falls and loosens.

t [s]

17. Prusik knot 5 mm auxiliary; 2 coils
Rope: old dynamic rope

F [kN]

Fmax = 3.34 kN
Very similar to the static rope with two coils. It
reached a maximum, then falls and loosens.

t [s]

18. Prusik knot 5 mm auxiliary; 3 coils
Rope: old dynamic rope.

F [kN]

Fmax = 6.35 kN
It broke in the connecting guide knot.

t [s]
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19. Marchand knot, auxiliary cord 5 mm
Rope: 7 full Dyneema

F [kN]

Fmax = 3.17 kN
The maximum was reached at the upper limit of
the pulling movement. An interesting intertwine
of the auxiliary cord and the Dyneeme occurred.

t [s]

20. 7 mm full Dyneema with under load-releasing system
Rope: 7 mm full Dyneema

F [kN]

Fmax = 30.64 kN
The knot tightened and the loosened a bit, but
broke at 30 kN. When keeping them under tension, the knot became hot and remained hot
even after the rupture, which occurred at approx.
28 kN

t [s]

21. Simulation of a traverse line
Guide knot at both ends of the rope with double
loop. At one end, tensioned with the under loadrelease system (geflecht). We increased up to 8
kN and then tried to untighten it.
F [kN]

Fmax = 8.24 kN

t [s]
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22. Dyneema cutting test
Cutting a 7 mm pure Dyneema with a rope cutter is very difficult. At 2 kN and two 5 mm coils of auxiliary cord, sawing
lasted 6 s.

23. Petzl Spirit quick-draw, manufactured in 2002. Not much used

F [kN]

Fmax = 21.59 kN
Sling broke.

t [s]

24. Spirit carabiners
Both were tested together on a loop of an interknitted Dyneema.

F [kN]

Fmax = 23.63 kN
The one with a broken gate broke. It broke on
the keylock.

t [s]
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25. Full dyneema 7 mm, equalization of two clamps (Anthron AD10, AB-20), on the other
side of the guide knot with double loop.

F [kN]

Fmax = 10.56 kN
The sheath of the rope that has been pulled
broke at Fmax 10.56 kN.

t [s]

26. Munter hitch secured with half knot and figure eight
Rope: Full dyneema 7 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 11.03 kN
The rope in the Munter hitch and a slip knot
creeped almost without tension (< 0.5 kN) until it
reached the figure of eight security knot. At 6 kN
also this started to creep but the force increased
until 11 kN at the limit of pull of the machine. It
was possible to undo the knots.

t [s]

27. Munter hitch secured with Mule knot and guide knot
Rope: Full dyneema 7 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 12.87 kN
The rope in the Munter hitch and a slip knot
creeped almost without tension (< 0.5 kN) until it
reached the overhand security knot. The overhand started to creep at about 6 kN but the force
increased until breakage. The rope broke in the
Munter hitch at the nexus with the mule knot.

t [s]
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28. Triple Prusik knot
Rope: Full dyneema 7 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 0.66 kN
Similar to other friction knots and other ropes,
the dyneema also reached a certain amount of
magnitude and then despite of applying additional tensions, persisted at a lower force.

t [s]

29. Rope clamp
Rope: Full dyneema 7 mm.

F [kN]

Fmax = 5.49 kN
Sheath torn. Core strands damaged but none
seems to be completely torn. Sheath started to
tear above 4 kN. After sheath rupture the force
variated between 3.5 and 4.5 kN.

t [s]
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and techniques employed in NATO mountain warfare

Seminar Field Testing Results

APPENDIX 2 – SEMINAR FIELD TESTING RESULTS

Introduction
Extensive field testing of mountaineering equipment and techniques was conducted during seminar. According to tested
equipment or used technique tests results are divided in five main themes:
-

Anchors
Traverse lines
Rope ascending and descending
Lead climbing falls
Lifelines

Where reasonable (anchors, traverse lines tensioning systems, ) seminar attendees applied their own national techniques
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1 Testing results; ANCHORS
1. Anchor 1; SLCD and nut
Croatian team made an anchor consisting of an SLCD (Black diamond Friend No 0,5) and a nut connected with a sling and
moving anchoring point.

At F max = 1288daN redirection bolt was pulled out and wire of the nut broke.

At F max = 545daN remaining Friend was extracted.
Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive
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2. Anchor 2; Two pitons
Austrian German team made an anchor consisting of two pitons connected with a sling and moving anchoring point
restrained by two overhand knots.

Both piton were pulled out at the same time at F max = 858 daN

3. Anchor 3; Two SLCD and a nut
American team made an anchor consisting of two friends (BD No2 and BD No 0,75) and a nut connected with a 8mm accessory
cord and fixed anchoring point.

At F max = 850 daN yellow friend and nut were extracted, at cca 1100 daN remaining green friend was extracted. Yellow friend
was damaged.
Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive
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4. Anchor 4; Two pitons and a nut
Italian team made an anchor consisting of two pitons and a nut connected with a 8 mm accessory cord as seen on photo
below (two successively connected moving anchoring points). After applying force (green curve in graph below) forces were
measured on both arms of the anchor (red curve was force on right piton, blue curve is left piton and nut connected wit moving anchoring point).

At F = 348 daN on main anchoring point 40 % of that force was on right arm Fr = 137 daN and 70 % on left arm Fl = 248 daN.
Observing anchor under load we saw that clove hitch on right arm was sliding. Another measurement was made without
clove hitch.
Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive

At F = 682 daN on main anchoring point 46% of that force was on left arm Fl = 315 daN and 73 % on right arm Fr = 501 daN.
No major differences were established compared to first test.
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Another test was done with kevlar accessory cord.

Results are very similar to previous tests. At F = 754 daN on main anchoring point 50 % of that force was on left arm
Fl = 378 daN and 70 % on right arm Fr = 554 daN.
At F max = 1090 daN all three anchoring points were extracted at the same time.
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2 Testing results; TRAVERSE LINES
Travers lines were tensioned with different tensioning systems. One dynamometer was measuring pretension force (red
curve), second dynamometer (blue curve) was in pulley system which was simulating load.

Dynamometer
measuring
pretension force

Dynamometer
measuring force
that simulates load

Photos: Anthron d.o.o. archive

1. Selftensioning system – static rope
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2. Italian system – static rope

3. American system – static rope

4. Selftensioning system – dyneema 7mm rope
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5. Without tensioning system, triple clove hitch on one side – dyneema 7mm rope
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3 Testing results; LEAD CLIMBING FALLS
Several lead climbing falls were performed measuring force in the main anchor (red curve and value) and top runner (blue
curve and value). Different ropes (static, new and old dynamic) and different belay techniques (dynamic and static) were compared. For dynamic belaying we used munter hitch, clove hitch was simulating semiautomatic devices like Petzl GRIGRI or
Anthron LORY. At the end we tested influence of shock absorbers on force in top runner and main anchor.

Dynamometer
measuring
force in main
anchor

Dynamometer
measuring
force in top
runner

Dummy weight was 88kg. Fall factor = 0,7.

1. Fall 1; STATIC rope with CLOVE hitch in main anchor
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2. Fall 2; STATIC rope with MUNTER hitch in main anchor
Approximately 15 cm slide through munter hitch.

3. Fall 3; DYNAMIC 8,5mm new rope with CLOVE hitch in main anchor

4. Fall 4; DYNAMIC 8,5mm new rope with MUNTER hitch in main anchor
Approximately 50 cm slide through munter hitch.
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5. Fall 5; DYNAMIC 8,5mm new rope with MUNTER hitch on body
Approximately 20 cm slide through munter hitch.

6. Fall 6; DYNAMIC 9.8mm old rope with CLOVE hitch in anchor

7. Fall 7; DYNAMIC 9.8mm old rope with MUNTER hitch in anchor
Approximately 8 cm slide through munter hitch.
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8. Fall 8; DYNAMIC 9.8mm old rope with MUNTER hitch in anchor with absorber in top runner
Approximately 20 cm slide through munter hitch.
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4 Testing results; ASCENDING AND DESCENDING
Different descending and ascending techniques were tested on Dyneema 7mm rope and technora 7,5mm rope. More then
forces itself, functional performance of different friction knots and devices were the aim of testing. During all ascents and
descents forces never surpassed 100daN.
Observations of some participants on ascending and descending below:

Observations of Austrian Army team:
a) Descending with Dyneema rope 7 mm
1. Setup:
- Brake: double munter hitch.
- Safety: Bachman knot with a short sling.
2. Good control when going down, the braking force of the knot is so high, that if you don't go fast enough, you have to
push it through the rope. The safety system failed at any time.
3. Brake knot was good, new system for safety breaking.

b) Ascending with Dyneema rope 7 mm
1. Prusik system:
- First try: 2 Prusik knots with 4 turns – the upper one failed as soon as the bottom one was used.
- Second try:
- upper – Bachmann knot with at least 6 twists;
- bottom – Prusik with 4 turns – worked.

c) Conclusion
Pure Dyneema rope is not suitable for use in military operations and training. It is very different to handle, lot of experience
needed. The advantage of low weight doesn't overcome the disadvantages of handling, low friction (grip), knots and heat
problems.

Forces during ascending didn`t surpassed
100 daN.
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Observations of Croatian Army team:
a) Descending with Dyneema rope 7 mm
1. Setup:
- When descending, he used munter hitch.
2. He needed to be very cautious on behalf of the small diameter of a rope. Descending was executed by one hand with
holding a rope a little bit tighter than usually.
3. Suggestion: double up the rope.
Forces during ascending didn t surpassed
100 daN.

Observations of Italian Army team:
a) Descending with Technora rope 7,5 mm
1. Using a tubular belay device (ATC guide) and a Marchand knot (Kevlar rope) for safety:
- He has noticed that the Marchand knot worked better than the ATC guide.
- He felt endangered with ATC guider. The section of the static rope was too thin for the ATC guider.
- Fortunatelly the Marchand knot was very tight and it made the descent not so fast.
2. For descending with static rope it should be better to use another device, maybe a doubl munter hitch or a smaller ATC
guide.

b) Ascending with Technora rope 7,5 mm
-

Using Petzl jumar with handle worked pretty well. The mechanic ascenders worked even if not certified for 8 mm ropes.
The static rope allowed him to make very efficient movement, without bouncing.

c) Conclusion
Technora rope 7,5 mm could be very interesting choice for military purposes. It is good with an appropriate device when descending and it is good in ascending as well.
It could be also good for climbing in easy terain, with putting a force absorber on the anchor. This way, you can pull the rope
after climbing, and create an efficient system to be used by the military unit.
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Again forces during ascending and descedning
didn t surpassed 100 daN.

Observations of USA Army team:
a) Descending with Technora rope 7,5 mm
-

While descending, it was critical to use multiple ways for descending on that small rope diameter.
Using the munter hitch for descending worked well even with that rope diameter.
It was very difficult to brake by just squeezing the rope.

Observations of Italian Army team:
a) Descending with Technora rope 7,5 mm
-

He used ATC device for descending and Marchand knot for safety – he had no problems.

b) Ascending with Technora rope 7,5 mm
-

He used jumar handle for ascending and Prusik for safety. Prusik became very hard and slowed down the action.

c) Conclusion
-

The rope is good for military operations with the help of suitable mechanical safety system.
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5 Testing results; LIFELINES
According to EN standard EN355/2 (shock absorbers) and EN 958 (ferrata sets) force on falling body should never exceed 6kN.
Different fall protection systems were tested on horizontal and vertical lifelines. Test mass was 140 kg.

1. Cowstails on HORIZONTAL metal cable
Fall protection system: 60 cm long 7 mm accessory cord cowstails
FF: 2 , Test mass: 140 kg
Fmax is at 573 daN under 6 kN.

2. Cowstails on HORIZONTAL metal cable
Fall protection system: 60cm long 8.5 mm
accessory cord cowstails with braided daisy
chain
FF: 2 , Test mass: 140 kg
Fmax is at 594 daN under 6 kN.
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3. Cowstails on HORIZONTAL metal cable
Fall protection system: 60 cm long 8,5 mm
accessory cord cowstails
FF: 2 , Test mass: 140 kg
Fmax is at 603 daN slightly over 6 kN. Comparing
with previous test 6.2 shows us that there is not
much absorption in braided daisy chain.

4. American cowstails on HORIZONTAL metal cable
Fall protection system: 60 cm long 6 mm accessory cord american cowstails
FF: 2 , Test mass: 140 kg
At Fmax = 388 daN cowstails failed.

5.Cowstails on VERTICAL static rope lifeline
Fall protection system: 65 cm long 8 mm accessory cord (rope 10 years old) cowstails with
braided daisy chain on each arm.
FF: 4.1, Test mass: 140 kg
At Fmax = 529 daN cowstails failed.
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6. Cowstails on VERTICAL static rope lifeline
Fall protection system: 60 cm long 5.5 mm kevlar
accessory cord (used) cowstails
FF: 4.1, Test mass: 140 kg.
At Fmax = 268 daN cowstails failed on knot.

7. Cowstails on VERTICAL static rope lifeline
Fall protection system: 60 cm long 8.5 mm new
single rope cowstails with braided daisy chain on
each arm
FF: 4.1, Test mass: 140 kg
Knots on both sides of daisy chain got very tightened, damaging sheath of the rope.
Fmax was 859 daN.

8. OCUN ferrata set on VERTICAL metal cable
Fall protection system: OCUN ferrata set with
EN958/2011 standard (max user weight 100 kg)
FF: 4.1, Test mass: 140 kg
Shock absorber was completly open after fall,
not absorbing all of the fall energy, leaving force
to raise to Fmax of 783 daN. Max standard allowed force is 600 daN. Ofcourse we must take
into consideration that we tested equipment
certified for 100 kg person with 140 kg test mass.
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9. Cowstail with ANTHRON abosrber on VERTICAL metal cable
Fall protection system: Cowstails with Anthron
shock absorber (EN355/2 standard, max user
weight 100kg)
FF: 4.1, Test mass: 140 kg
Shock absorber was partially open. Force raises
above 600 daN margin to 670 daN.

10. CAMP ferrata set on VERTICAL metal cable
Fall protection system: Camp ferrata set with
EN958/2017( max user weight 120kg)
FF: 4.1, Test mass: 140 kg
CAMP ferrata set performed very good with peak
force at 437 daN.

11. KONG ferrata set on VERTICAL metal cable
Fall protection system: KONG ferrata set with
EN958/2011 standard (max user weight 100 kg)
FF: 4.1, Test mass: 140 kg
Shock absorber was completly open, not absorbing all of the fall energy, leaving force to raise to
Fmax of 799 daN. Max standard allowed force is
600daN. Ofcourse we must take into consideration that we tested equipment certified for 100
kg person with 140 kg test mass.
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12. ROPE CLAMP on vertical static rope lifeline
Fall protection system: KONG rope clamp on
10.5mm static rope
FF: 1, Test mass: 140 kg
Rope clamp on static rope performed like
expected tearing the sheath of the rope at
F = 458 daN.

13. ROPE CLAMP on vertical Technora rope lifeline
Fall protection system: KONG rope clamp on 7.5
mm Technora rope.
FF: 1, Test mass: 140 kg
Rope clamp on Technora rope performed similar
like on static rope, tearing the sheath of the rope
at F = 434 daN
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Seminar common findings,
conclussions and recomendations
1. Anchors testing
Anchors are the basis for the production of any rope techniques. We must take into account:
-

The direction of loading and the type of anchor (fixed / moveable).

-

Good anchoring points are needed for training, with at least 10-20 kN resistance.

-

Testing indicated that the bolts could be problematic as well. In some instances the bolts were pulled out of the rock
at significantly low force of 6 kN.

-

The Italian group of participants suggested a use of a minimum three points or four spring-loaded camming devices
for building an anchor.

-

Use of two good points is a requirement for the Austrian end German mountaineers.

-

USA procedures need to be in accordance with use of equalized anchors on one point. Alternate plan is to be prepared
in case that something goes wrong. The use of pitons is forbidden in USA.

-

Double safety factor for the training is to be considered. For example: if we estimate that the load on the anchor will
arrive 10kN, we need an anchor that will resist the forces of 20 kN.

2. Traverse lines
Testing Dyneema 7 mm, polyester Dyneema 7 mm, Technora (aramid group) 7,5mm:
-

Pretentiousness of 0.2kN was in use.

-

Strength of the rope was not a problem.

-

Untying of knots was a problem after tensioning with 8.2 kN.

-

The Dyneema rope is ultra-static, similar like a wire and does no need extra tensioning.

-

Temperature is a problem for the climbers, because the Dyneema rope begin to melt at 136 degrees.
The forces on anchors are significantly higher when using Dyneema and Technora ropes, versus semi static ropes.

-

Seminar participants agreed on use of larger rope diameter than 8 mm.

-

The sheath of Polyester Technora and Polyester Dyneema ropes is made of polyester, which represents a huge problem.
Polyester Dyneema sheath (for example) cracks at a pressure of 2 kN.

-

Rope tensioning system must be released after the usage.

-

One of the best solutions for tensioning semistatic or dinamic rope is munter hitch.

-

Dyneema rope is very light. A weight of 100 meters of rope is approximately three kg. The advantage of low rope weight
doesn't overcome the disadvantages of handling.

-

Existing static and dynamic (multipurpose) ropes are better for use in mountain warfare operations.
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3. Lead climbing fall
-

Forces on lead climber fall diverse from 1.4 to 4.0 kN on the anchor. Falling factor (FF) in use has been 0,7. Forces on intermediate protection point (top runner) have been from 4.8 to 8,0 kN, depending on what kind of rope and belay system we have used. When we belayed on body, the forces on top runner were higher when belaying in anchor.

-

According to the tests, done in April 2017, when lead climber fall into the anchor (FF 1), we came to conclusion that it
is better to belay on anchor than on body, because the forces on the anchor were higher when belaying on body.

4. Lifelines
-

We cannot ensure 100% safety when crossing lifelines.

-

According to test results, there was minimal difference between falls on steel cable, static or dynamic rope. The forces
were almost the same. There is no differences between crossing “via ferrata” or lifeline, made with static or dynamic
rope.

-

When we move/train on via ferrata, we have to use via ferrata set.

-

For movement training on the lifelines with full combat equipment we usually use folowing protection assets: 1) cawstail
with two carabiners, 2) cawstail with one carabiner and ascender or 3) via ferrata set. If the fall factor (FF) is 2, the force
into the body can reach near 6-9 kN with any kind of those mentioned assets – that means serious consequences for a
human body.

5. Descending / ascending
-
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Static and dynamic ropes are much more appropriate for descending/ascending than Dyneema, polyester Dyneema
and Technora (aramid group) ropes. A rope thickness of 7 mm is too thin for handling as main rope. They are not appropriate for mountain warfare, because they all have more disadvantages than advantages.
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